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tu credit reports for
employment referencing
the top hr trend to watch in 2022

why employment
credit checks matter?

Looking ahead to the post-pandemic future, finding
and hiring the right talent remains at the top of the
HR agenda. Employment credit checks act as an
effective tool to optimize the recruiting process by
shortlisting qualified candidates to fit for the role. A
credit report can provide HR professionals with
insights into a candidate’s financial stability, and
trustworthiness, enabling them to:
Onboard the right people
Reduce turnover rate
Make informed hiring decision based on
reliable records
Minimize losses linked to employee unethical
behaviour
Maintain compliance
Protect against future liability

the growing demand
in the market

8.1%
Source: TU internal data

Statistics from TransUnion show that
there is an increasing demand for
employment credit checks in the
market, with the number of employee
reference enquiries requested by
Hong Kong employers jumped by
8.1% year-on-year in Q1 2021.

Credit Tiers
The credit tier model is a TransUnion grading system commonly used by financial institutions.

A>

The best-in-class tier. Statistically, 99.87% or above of the population in this tier
will fulfil their commitment to make payment(s) to credit provider(s). These users
have strong credit management behaviours. They often pay for their credit on time
and keep utilization low.

B>
C>

Comparatively good in credit management. 99.72% or above of the population in this
tier will fulfil their commitment to make payment(s) to credit provider(s). These users
have established credit history for reference, with occasional minor events reported,
yet a low-to-medium level utilization.
Compared with Credit Tiers A and B, users in this tier may have a higher chance of
minor events being reported, such as overdue payment or higher utilization, which
may affect their credit score.

DEFGH

Users in this tier may have more issues
on payment history. Their accounts are
still active generally, but with high
utilization rate.

IJ

Users in this tier often have major issues
on credit history, such as delinquencies
and account rejections, possibly with a
higher risk of default.

Major Score Factors
Importance indicated by the stars: Derived by TU internal data

payment history

credit enquiries record

available credits

credit utilization

The more available credits,
the more positive impact
on your score

Credit utilization measures the amount
of available credit you are using. A lower
utilization rate helps to improve your score.
Always keep your utilization at 30-50%

length of credit history

past credit usage amount

The number of enquiries
may reflect the user’s needs of loans

Any overdue payment
may have a negative
impact on your score

Longer credit history adds value to
your credit score

Sharp increase or decrease in past credit
usage amount may reflect the user’s fluctuation
in expenses and instability of credit situation

Tips to Boost Your Credit Score

z

Avoid making minimum
payment only

T

Always settle all your
payments on time

Set alerts for payment
reminder or set up
AutoPay

6

Avoid multiple applications of
credit cards or laons at the
same time

s

Keep old accounts open
to develop a long good
credit history

c

Keep your credit utilization low
(keep utilization between
30% to 50%)

_

What’s on an Employment Credit Report?
Employment Credit Report is a masked version of Personal Credit Report which is
more descriptive than a standard credit report. It helps employers to interpret
the data and make informed decision, without the extra details of a full credit report.

Identifying information
Name and other names used
Current and former addresses
Current and former phone numbers

Credit score
Grading from A - J
Numeric score range 1000 - 4000

Credit summary
Payment history
Debt level
Monthly financial obligations

Public record
Bankruptcies
Liens

The above content is for informational purposes only and does not constitute any professional advice. While every effort has been made
to provide accurate and timely information, TransUnion makes no warranties of, express or implied, or representations as to the accuracy
and completeness of the above content. As credit rating may change depending on one’s credit history or public records, the above
content may not necessarily apply to all situations. In no event will TransUnion be liable to you or anyone else for any decision made or
action taken in reliance on the above content.
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